
Email 

 
Mike has put violation notices on a rash of emails in the last week or so, indicating it is time for a 
refresher on email rules. 

Securities America email can only be used for business purposes. 
All electronic communications are subject to monitoring and audit. 
In order to review and audit supervision must have access to not only email body but also 

attachments so use of password protection for e-mail or attachments is prohibited. 
If you are sending information electronically that includes personally identifiable information outside 

of SAI’s secure e-mail network you must put [encrypt] in the subject line.  Please note that the 
parameters for personally identifiable information (PIP) has changed somewhat since this first became a 
topic.  With more companies asking for just the last four of a SSN to use to verify an identity, a partial 
SSN will now be considered PIP, whereas we used to caution if the full SSN was contained within the 
email.  PIP also includes: account numbers, account holdings or values, health/medical information.  This 
is not an exclusive list so if in doubt [encrypt].   
     E-mail encryption is available to all users of Business Center Webmail and private e-mail domains that 
are hosted by Securities America.  For offices that are self hosting proprietary domains, your encryption 
solutions must meet SAI’s minimum encryption standards.  This solution must also include journaling of 
unencrypted copies of all e-mails through a secured method to SMARSH.  If you are uncertain as to the 
encryption protocols on your private e-mail domain, we recommend you utilize your SAI assigned email 
for sending out anything that contains PIP. 

Your email signature is considered stationery and subject to AdTrax review so if you add a 
designation, links to social media, etc. please be sure to submit as an update to original email signature 
submission.  Also note, any new reps (with an existing client base) must include the extra 2273 
disclosure or link in their signature for the first 90 days.  The deletion of that add-on at the end of the 90 
days does not require a resubmission to AdTrax. 

You cannot take trade instructions from an email.  You can acknowledge receipt of the email by 
responding with something along the lines of “I will call you shortly to verify your request.”  We have all 
heard horror stories about reps who have called their clients to ‘verify’ an email request only to have 
their client tell them they never sent the email.  Don’t be the person who skips the verification step and 
sends your client’s money to someone in an internet café in Africa. 

Securities America considers email their official communication method with the field.  Per the 
compliance guide 
P. Official Firm Communications 
Failure to examine Official Firm Communications in a timely manner may result in disciplinary action, up 
to and including termination.  Please note:  We have yet to see consistency in our office being CC’d on 
correspondence to reps, so emails with subject lines that you were accustomed to us handling while at 
NPC we may not even be aware of.  It falls to you to open all communications received from Securities 
America and its affiliates to see whether we have been looped in.  If we have not, as in the past, feel free 
to send us a copy if you think it is something we can/should be addressing on your behalf, or should be 
aware of. 
 


